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Abstract. Competency modeling framework serves as a; (a)  very important 

basis for the explanation of a generic competency modeling approach, (b)  base 

element in the consolidation of existing knowledge in this area, (c)  tool for 

model developers on selecting appropriate competency models, and (d)  basis 

for competency modeling. This research uses literature review approach to 

propose a modeling framework for organizational competency. The proposed 

modeling framework has been developed based on the most relevant well 

known competency models. The research suggests that organizational 

competency can be categorized into three groups; individual competency, 

enterprise competency and collaboration-oriented competency. For modeling 

each of these groups, it is essential that the modeling process have to be aligned 

with model developer purpose (Modeling perspective), thus the model 

developing process will be based on the same segmentation model. 

Furthermore, competencies have to be model at different levels of abstraction 

(modeling intent).  

Keywords: Competency, Capability, Modeling, Modeling framework 

1   Introduction 

In early 1990’s [1] described core competences as the "collective learning in the 

organization, especially how to coordinate diverse production skills and integrate 

multiple streams of technologies". There exist several definitions for competency. 

Notable among them, [2] defines competency as “the interaction between three 

components: the professional situations, the actors, and the resources” and, [3] 

describes competency as “the smallest autonomous performance unit able to create 

value, be indivisible and able to exist independently”. 

Competency model is an information and knowledge model that describes the 

skills and abilities of a particular organization. Organizations need comprehensive 

competency model for successful management of internal resources/activities and 

corresponding their inter-related activities [4]. For an organization to participate in 

Virtual Organization Breeding Environment (VBE) activities, prior submission of 

competency model is necessary [5]. On the other hand, competency models are 

essential tool for improving organizational core competency [6]. In small and medium 

size enterprises, the competency models can be developed from oral information 
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while, in a more complex   organization , the collection and modeling of competency 

by human actor is not any more effective [7]. In such cases, computer-based 

mechanisms are required. Available Literature reviewed emphasizes competency 

model as a paradigm which depend on modeling purpose that varies from one model 

to another [8]. Furthermore, collection, analysis and management of competencies for 

modeling purpose are a complex task involving many aspects of manufacturing and 

business environment.  

These issues motivate the co-authors of this paper to propose a PhD thesis to the 

author. The main aims of this research thesis are: (a) understand capability and 

competency concepts (b) introduce an approach to store, manage and maintenance 

capability and competency of an organization in different levels of abstraction (c) 

suggest some criteria for using competency as a tool for organization integration. The 

central research questions which are addressed in this research thesis; 

RQ1) how to model an organization with its existing competencies? 

RQ2) what are the templates, procedures and methods to store, maintain and 

manage competency of an organization? 

To answer the above research questions, the hypothesis prepared are as follows;  

Hypothesis1) if we combine a multi-phase holonic modeling view with associated 

needed competencies then we can better understand product evolution, customization 

potential, and retrofitting needs. 

Hypothesis1)If we combine competency model paradigm with co-innovation and 

involvement of local stakeholders then we can have a more effective life-cycle support 

for complex products, including customization, maintenance, and retrofitting.           

At the first step of the research thesis, based on existing well-known competency 

models, a conceptual competency modeling framework for organizational 

competency is developed. This step will be presented in this paper. For the next step, 

using a case study, a capability model of a shop is developed. The case study uses 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) Lab of the Eastern Mediterranean University.  

Finally with the use of another case study, the enterprise competency model is 

proposed [9]. The case study was a bicycle manufacturing company which is located 

in Cyprus. 

“A modeling framework can be seen as an envelope that includes a number of 

models, collections of templates, procedures and methods, rules, and even tools” [10]. 

Competency modeling framework is an important basis towards the development of 

competency models. Competency modeling framework intend to help model 

developers to identify what kinds of competency models have to be created for 

successful decision making [11]. What have not been published in competency 

modeling context, however, are, a comprehensive modeling framework for 

organizational competencies and, a generic capability and competency model which 

can be used by researchers and decision makers.  The purpose of this paper is to 

develop a modeling framework for organizational competency. The modeling 

framework has been developed using a literature reviewed approach. In essence, the 

proposed modeling framework has been developed based on the literature review and 

evaluated with the aid of most relevant well known competency models. 
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2 Contribution of the Paper to “Internet of Things”  

Competency modeling is an approach for configuring an organizations data base 

scheme. In contrast to the other organizational data modeling approaches that covers 

only the information and knowledge of the organization from one perspective, 

competency modeling has the capability of providing an organizational data model 

from different viewpoints. Similar to the other organizational data models, it is 

accessible through the internet using some specific infrastructures and tools, in which, 

all the tangible and intangible objects of the organization (such as, machines and 

processes) can be individually identified and presented in virtual environment. Since, 

“uniquely identifying objects and their virtual representations in an inter-like structure 

referred as “Internet of things””, the authors believe is that, competency modeling 

approach, is a good starting point on applying the “Internet of things” philosophy on 

organizational management context.  

 

3 Research Methodology 
 

To effectively conduct the proposed research investigation and develop a competency 

modeling framework (CMF) a research methodology developed as below. The 

proposed methodology illustrates the CMF configuration processes from requirements 

analysis (literature review approach) to CMF development.  Figure 1 represents the 

methodology. In the requirements analysis phase, primary 86 related journal papers 

were extracted both from computer science and organizational management data 

bases. After elimination of the papers with less novelty and or fewer citations, 46 

papers have been used in the final requirement analysis phase. These requirements are 

then utilized for generalization phase which proposed the modeling framework 

perspectives. Ultimately, the generalized perspectives are employed to propose a 

competency modeling framework.   

 

4 Literature Review 
 

In this section, for discovering competency modeling framework perspectives, the 

most cited competency models are taken in to consideration. To begin with, the most 

relevant well known competency models on both organizational and computer science 

literatures are reviewed. After that, the potential perspectives for competency 

modeling framework are highlighted. 

When attempting to establish a modeling framework, it is important to consider the 

potential inputs and partial contributions from previous related works for proper 

system requirements [12]. This contribution uses literature review approach for the 

requirement analysis phase. In this way, we strived to harness  the advantages offered 

by  a number of well-known competency models introduced by other initiatives, and 

attempted to eliminate some of the common pitfalls which theoretically or 

empirically, model developers face while establishing a model.  

Clearly, this attempt does not argue about the relevance and appropriateness of 

previous well known models, for the purpose of organizational competency modeling. 
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Rather it argues and represents (i.e. through identifying more elements) that more 

needs to be done for the purpose of proper organizational competency modeling. As 

such, instead of starting from scratch to identify the main perspectives and required 

elements for competency modeling, we have tried as much as possible to reuse some 

already defined concepts that are more familiar to the users of model, model 

developers and researchers in this area. As an illustration, table 1 summarizes our 

analysis results from some well-known competency models for highlighting the 

potential perspectives for competency modeling framework at intra- enterprise.  
 

Table 1. An attempt to map current competency models applicable to competency modeling 

framework 

 
 

A summary of our main observations are as follow: 

• Similar to organization management theory, which hierarchically subdivides 

organization into four tiers; shop, enterprise, organization and network, the 

competency models depending on the organizational level differ from one tier to 

another. Shops as an organization just comprises of capability not competency 

[13] so there is no competency model for shop level. For enterprise level, there 

exist three different sets of competencies models namely individual, enterprise 

and collaboration-oriented. For organization level the models refers to core 

competencies of the organization and for network level the models deals with sets 

of competencies which each organization shared within the network.    

• The reviewing on competency model literatures emphasis that competency model 

is a research context from both organizational management and computer science 

points of view meanwhile, this context is significant at intra-organization, inter-

organization and network levels. 

• An important task during competency modeling is to provide an abstract 

representation of the model on which the model is to be used. The structure and 

level of details depending on the further intentions of using this specific model is 

a three level architecture: concept level, basic level and detail level. 

 

5 Toward a Comprehensive Competency Modeling Framework 
 

5.1   Competency Inherent Characteristic 
 

Competencies within an organization mainly can be categories in three groups, 

individual competency; enterprise competency and collaboration-oriented 
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competency. The incorporation of the individual competency, enterprise

competencies and collaboration

competency [18] (see figure 

organizational competency which an enterprise decides to share within a network is 

entitled as sharing competency.

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, employment and training 

administration (ETA), individual competency, descr

capability of the individuals to apply the required set of skills, abilities and related 

knowledge to perform certain task successfully in a defined work setting

of the ETA definition, Individual competencies den

organization. The second class of competencies is enterprise’s competencies which 

refer to a set of competencies that constitute from enterprise facilities beside 

manufacturing and business knowledge

information related to enterprise activists and resources and knowledge correlated to 

activity and resources

competency, which is the organization

working together towards

communication are highlighted as establishing the basis for shared understanding, 

which in turn is considered the basis for the creation of collaborative

competency in a network

Based on most recent categorization, the first defined dimension for 

modeling framework 

represented by the vertical axis, labeled as “competency inherent chara

perspective further includes three subspaces that comprehensively cover all the 

inherent characteristics of the organizational competency.

competencies of the organization (labeled “Individual competencies”); the enterprise 

competencies characteristics (labeled “Enterprise competencies competencies”), and 

collaboration-oriented competencies (labeled” Collective competencies”).
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competency. The incorporation of the individual competency, enterprise

competencies and collaboration-oriented competency were referred as organizational 

(see figure 1 from bottom to top), while a portion of the 

organizational competency which an enterprise decides to share within a network is 

entitled as sharing competency. 

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, employment and training 

administration (ETA), individual competency, described as: [19] “the ability or 

capability of the individuals to apply the required set of skills, abilities and related 

knowledge to perform certain task successfully in a defined work setting”. As 

of the ETA definition, Individual competencies denotes from the individuals of the 

organization. The second class of competencies is enterprise’s competencies which 

refer to a set of competencies that constitute from enterprise facilities beside 

manufacturing and business knowledge [20]. This class of competencies captures 

information related to enterprise activists and resources and knowledge correlated to 

activity and resources [21].The third class of competency is collaboration

which is the organizations ability to cooperate and collaborate by

together towards achievement of a common goal [18]. Interaction and 

communication are highlighted as establishing the basis for shared understanding, 

which in turn is considered the basis for the creation of collaborative

tency in a network [22].  

Based on most recent categorization, the first defined dimension for competency 

 focuses on capturing competency inherent characteristics is 

represented by the vertical axis, labeled as “competency inherent characteristic”. This 

perspective further includes three subspaces that comprehensively cover all the 

inherent characteristics of the organizational competency. The individual 

competencies of the organization (labeled “Individual competencies”); the enterprise 

competencies characteristics (labeled “Enterprise competencies competencies”), and 

oriented competencies (labeled” Collective competencies”). 

 

Fig.1. Competency inherent characteristic 
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competency. The incorporation of the individual competency, enterprise’s 

oriented competency were referred as organizational 

while a portion of the 

organizational competency which an enterprise decides to share within a network is 

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, employment and training 

the ability or 

capability of the individuals to apply the required set of skills, abilities and related 

As a result 

otes from the individuals of the 

organization. The second class of competencies is enterprise’s competencies which 

refer to a set of competencies that constitute from enterprise facilities beside 
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information related to enterprise activists and resources and knowledge correlated to 

.The third class of competency is collaboration-oriented 
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Interaction and 

communication are highlighted as establishing the basis for shared understanding, 

which in turn is considered the basis for the creation of collaborative-oriented 

competency 

focuses on capturing competency inherent characteristics is 
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perspective further includes three subspaces that comprehensively cover all the 

The individual 

competencies of the organization (labeled “Individual competencies”); the enterprise 

competencies characteristics (labeled “Enterprise competencies competencies”), and 
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5.2 Modeling Viewpoint

From the system theory points of 

variety of environments having different purposes and internal/external 

manufacturing and business processes

developed on two spaces namely; (a) managerial sciences and

and, (b) information/knowledge managerial sciences (depicted in figure 

spaces although are related to each other, have different position in regards to the 

competency model, and thus the models defines in these views also 

On the other hand, the operating of competency models may occur at internal 

and/or external manufacturing business processes of an enterprise. 

researches on  competency into intra

levels. Intra-organization

organization. When the competencies are not bound to a single 

of inter- organization level. Competencies for the static forms of cooperation among 

organizations that go beyond their boundaries could be subsumed under th

supplier networks. Network level studies, consider, competencies need for creation of 

Virtual Enterprises as a network organization as well as competency as a tool for 

improve the VO performance.

Fig.2. 

The modeling perspective capture the modeling requirements and the diversity for 

internal and external manufacturing and business processes and for different purposes 

is be represented by the vertical axis, labeled as “modeling perspectiv

The second defined modeling perspective addresses the competency modeling 

viewpoints as represented by horizontal axis on 

These viewpoints include “managerial science and

“information/knowledge managerial sciences”. Accordingly, competency at both 

viewpoints includes a variety of requirements and these requirements can be 

categorized into three different groups: intra

organization; inter- 

organization but for cooperation and network, competencies for the collaboration 

networks.  
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iewpoint 

the system theory points of view, competency is complex entities operating in a 

variety of environments having different purposes and internal/external 

manufacturing and business processes [23].The existing competency models 

developed on two spaces namely; (a) managerial sciences and industrial engineering 

and, (b) information/knowledge managerial sciences (depicted in figure 

spaces although are related to each other, have different position in regards to the 

competency model, and thus the models defines in these views also differ.  

On the other hand, the operating of competency models may occur at internal 

and/or external manufacturing business processes of an enterprise. [5] divide the

researches on  competency into intra-organization, inter-organization and network 

organization oriented studies deal with the competencies within an 

. When the competencies are not bound to a single organization

level. Competencies for the static forms of cooperation among 

that go beyond their boundaries could be subsumed under th

supplier networks. Network level studies, consider, competencies need for creation of 

Virtual Enterprises as a network organization as well as competency as a tool for 

formance. 

 
2.  Modeling perspectives for competency modeling 

modeling perspective capture the modeling requirements and the diversity for 

internal and external manufacturing and business processes and for different purposes 

the vertical axis, labeled as “modeling perspective”.  

The second defined modeling perspective addresses the competency modeling 

represented by horizontal axis on competency modeling framework

These viewpoints include “managerial science and industrial engineering” and 

“information/knowledge managerial sciences”. Accordingly, competency at both 

viewpoints includes a variety of requirements and these requirements can be 

categorized into three different groups: intra- organization, competences 

 organization, competencies beyond the boundary of the 

but for cooperation and network, competencies for the collaboration 

view, competency is complex entities operating in a 

variety of environments having different purposes and internal/external 

.The existing competency models 

industrial engineering 

and, (b) information/knowledge managerial sciences (depicted in figure 3). These 

spaces although are related to each other, have different position in regards to the 

On the other hand, the operating of competency models may occur at internal 

divide their 

and network 

oriented studies deal with the competencies within an 

organization we talk 

level. Competencies for the static forms of cooperation among 

that go beyond their boundaries could be subsumed under the term of 

supplier networks. Network level studies, consider, competencies need for creation of 

Virtual Enterprises as a network organization as well as competency as a tool for 

modeling perspective capture the modeling requirements and the diversity for 

internal and external manufacturing and business processes and for different purposes 

The second defined modeling perspective addresses the competency modeling 

competency modeling framework. 

industrial engineering” and 

“information/knowledge managerial sciences”. Accordingly, competency at both 

viewpoints includes a variety of requirements and these requirements can be 

, competences within an 

, competencies beyond the boundary of the 

but for cooperation and network, competencies for the collaboration 
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5.3 Modeling Intents 

The contemporary organizational theories distinguish three hierarchical levels for 

organization management: organizational level, infrastructural level, and content level 

[24]. On the basis of such hierarchical system, it is possible to define three adequate 

levels in competency modeling processes. The third defined perspective is related to 

the different intents for the modeling of competency features, will be represented by 

the diagonal axis, and labeled as “modeling intents”. This perspective addresses the 

three possible modeling stages for competency elements; from the organizational 

level, to the infrastructure level (e.g. using a specific modeling approach or theory), 

and finally to the content level.  

Following the research practices in modeling, the three layers below are considered 

as follows: 

• Organizational level:  includes the most general concepts and related 

relationships, that is common to all competencies at the highest level, 

independent of the application domain. 

• Infrastructure level: an intermediate level that includes more detailed 

models, focused on different classes of competencies.  

• Content level: that represents models of concrete competencies. 

 

6 Proposed Modeling Frameworks 

In this section, the proposed modeling framework for organizational competency is 

presented. To begin with, the general modeling framework is given.    

For the sake of consistency, the authors have named the suggested modeling 

framework, Comprehensive Organizational Competency Modeling Framework 

(COCMF). Figure 4 shows the developed modeling framework for the competencies. 

It can be argued that organizational competency models can be encapsulated into a 

process of three dimensions: Competency inherent characteristic, Modeling 

perspective and Modeling intent. COCMF explore the granularity of the competency 

with the purpose to systemize competency models which will be applicable for the 

transformation of an organization into a knowledge-based system [25], and its 

alignment with business goals and the range of other business management functions 

[26]. 

In this matrix, for the three subspaces of the individual competency, enterprise 

competency and collaboration-oriented competencies which forms the “competency 

inherent characteristic” dimension; their respective dimensions are depicted as 

different columns. Similarly, for the modeling perspective, each perspective is 

depicted as one row. The Modeling Intent constitutes the third dimension of the 

matrix, with its three respective subspaces of organizational level, infrastructure level 

and content level. 

Each of 54 items within the COCMF possesses its own semantics and identifies the 

definite component of competency model, which integrates three dimensions: 

modeling perspective, inherent characteristic and modeling intents at the same level 

of elaboration. E. g., item 111 represents the integration of a competency model 
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concerning three aspects of individual competency, intra

science points of view that are used at the organizational level. There are three, two

dimensional subspaces of the COCMF, namely, E

The subspace E1 “modeling perspective

defines models that are used to support modeling perspective at a definite inherent 

characteristic (individual, enterprise and collaboration oriented). The subspace E2

“modeling perspective

interactions with the modeling intents. The subspace E3 “inherent characterizes

modeling intents” characterizes the competency in the way it is used at each level of 

competency modeling. 

Fig. 

Our result of this stud

provided valuable contributions to the understanding of several aspects of this area, 

they are somewhat limited

suggests that organizational 

individual competency, enterprise competency and collaboration

competency. For modeling each of these groups of competencies

the modeling process have to be aligned with

perspective), so they exchange information, and operate based on the same 

segmentation model. Furthermore, competency have be model at different levels of 

abstraction (modeling intent).The main benefit of a competency mod

is enhancing decision making process for model developers.

limitation was; since the research is explorative in nature

from similar and other research settings should be gathered to reinforce the 

the findings. The major practical limitation of the COCMF is that a generic 
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concerning three aspects of individual competency, intra-enterprise at managerial 

science points of view that are used at the organizational level. There are three, two

dimensional subspaces of the COCMF, namely, E1, E2 and E3. 

The subspace E1 “modeling perspective- competency inherent characteristic” 

defines models that are used to support modeling perspective at a definite inherent 

characteristic (individual, enterprise and collaboration oriented). The subspace E2

“modeling perspective-modeling intents” describes modeling perspectives and their 

with the modeling intents. The subspace E3 “inherent characterizes

modeling intents” characterizes the competency in the way it is used at each level of 

competency modeling.  

Fig. 3. A modeling framework for enterprise competency 

of this study shows that although several related previous works have 

provided valuable contributions to the understanding of several aspects of this area, 

they are somewhat limited, when a more holistic modeling is pursued. This research 

suggests that organizational competency can be categorized into three groups, namely 

individual competency, enterprise competency and collaboration

For modeling each of these groups of competencies, it is essential that 

the modeling process have to be aligned with model developer purpose (Modeling 

perspective), so they exchange information, and operate based on the same 

Furthermore, competency have be model at different levels of 

abstraction (modeling intent).The main benefit of a competency modeling framework 

is enhancing decision making process for model developers. The main research 

limitation was; since the research is explorative in nature, therefore empirical data 

from similar and other research settings should be gathered to reinforce the validity of 

the findings. The major practical limitation of the COCMF is that a generic 

enterprise at managerial 

science points of view that are used at the organizational level. There are three, two-

competency inherent characteristic” 

defines models that are used to support modeling perspective at a definite inherent 

characteristic (individual, enterprise and collaboration oriented). The subspace E2 

modeling intents” describes modeling perspectives and their 

with the modeling intents. The subspace E3 “inherent characterizes-

modeling intents” characterizes the competency in the way it is used at each level of 
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individual competency, enterprise competency and collaboration-oriented 
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model developer purpose (Modeling 
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Furthermore, competency have be model at different levels of 

eling framework 

The main research 

therefore empirical data 

validity of 

the findings. The major practical limitation of the COCMF is that a generic 
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competency modeling approach is still needed for organizational competency 

modeling. 

 

7 Conclusions  

Establishment of a comprehensive modeling framework for organizational 

competency is a very important basis for the explanation of a generic competency 

modeling approach, a base element in the consolidation of existing knowledge in this 

area, tool for model developers for selecting appropriate competency models and a 

basis for its consistent further progress. In this way, as a contribution, a modeling 

framework for organizational competency considering multiple dimensions is 

proposed. The necessity and detail elements of each of the three dimensions on the 

proposed modeling framework, i.e. competency inherent characteristic, modeling 

perspective, and modeling intents are addressed. Finally, to benefit from the 

knowledge generated by other related research in this area, the most relevant other 

well-known competency models aspects and domains are evaluated with the three 

dimensions of the proposed modeling framework. 
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